
2016 - 1:1 PROGRAM (Release 7)

CHANGES - 2016
After completing our review of the previous 1:1 Program, and that of the staff and parent surveys, our next 1:1 Program is 
going to make available (for purchase ONLY through the school), two iPad and MacBook models.  A five month payment 
plan is being offered if you wish to pay a device off, or you can pay your deposit in one single payment if you prefer. Like with 
any of our previous 1:1 Programs, it is NOT compulsory to join, and you are welcome to enter the program at any stage (or 
year), subject to a revised quotation.  Our next 1:1 Program will now also be made available to Year 3, previously only 
starting at Year 4.

PAYMENT PLAN - Optional
The following prices are a guide only, with a confirmed quotation only being provided around October.  To utilise as much of 
the available factory warranty as possible, we will only be ordering MacBooks around early October/November 2015 (if not 
before), and iPads early 2016.  MacBooks will hopefully be available for collection at the end of the 2015 school year, and 
iPads will be configured, ready for collection early in the 2016 school year (next year).  MacBooks and any protective 
accessories, (if you’re ordering through the school) will need to be completely paid for by the end of October 2015, and for 
iPads (including a protective cover, if ordered) by the end of November, 2015.

With the fluctuating Australian dollar, and the time before the school is able to confirm (and order) the available hardware/
models, a payment plan will be offered which will cover “about” 80% of the final price.  You can pay off more than the 
required minimum amounts, up to the estimated 80% guideline, with your final payment due in the last week of October for 
MacBooks, and at the end of November for iPads. Your fully paid deposit (finalised by the end of September), will lock in 
your order, and any changes or cancelations after then, may not be possible.  Due to model restructuring, and currency 
fluctuations, it is impossible to give an exact price until "about" one month before final payments are due, however a close 
guide for you is provided within this documentation.  Any changes or cancelations must be made before the end of 
September.  To receive your device (when planned), you must complete your final payment by October for MacBooks, and 
November for iPads.  

The charges for each option will include the education subsidised iPad/MacBook price, full international insurance coverage, 
and a filtering license and software licensing contribution fee.  You are also able to order protective accessories through the 
school (at a bulk price), OR you can buy your own if desired (following our strict guidelines below).

Payments can be made to Yvonne Golomb at the office, and please direct all other questions/requests to Nicole Lockwood 
(AP), Ann O’Connor (AP), Sundram Moodley (AP) or Susan Lee (Principal).

WARRANTIES and INSURANCE
A warranty (against failure) will protect an iPad for a maximum of two years, and three years for a MacBook, (from the date 
of delivery by Apple).  Extra insurance and software/filtering licensing is calculated based on the maximum number of years 
the device is expected to be used at our school.  If you choose to enter the 1:1 Program at the beginning of Year 3, then your 
total price (for everything) will include 4 years insurance and licensing/filtering contribution.  Whereas if you choose to enter 
(for example) at the beginning of Year 5, then you will be re-quoted for only two years of insurance and licensing/filtering.

MacBook Accessories MUST:
Protect the device adequately, without damaging it (the hinge must move smoothly, as this is the 
most susceptible area by cheap hard cases, often causing binding, and ultimately damage)
For the safety of children, all MacBook bags/pouches/sleeves MUST fit inside school backpacks, 
NOT be carried separately to and from home in hands or arms
Enclosed MacBooks MUST be able to comfortably fit inside your chosen pocket/sleeve 
Water resistant pouches/bags are highly recommended, or a quality drinker bottle be used
"Speck" brand cases are our preference.  Hard shells MUST BE TRANSPARENT, (see 
through) and not black or too dark, as a name sticker will be placed on the bottom of the Mac
Ensure that you select accessories that suit the exact model, or “Option” that you’ve chosen
If you chose to buy accessories, please wait until the confirmed models have been issued (in Oct.)

iPad Accessories MUST:
Protect the device appropriately, with adequate corner and glass protection
Ensure you get a protective cover to suit the exact model, or “Option” that you’ve chosen
A sleeve or pouch is recommended, and must fit inside the school bag (iPad sleeves are not 
being supplied by the school, only protective covers)
"STM Dux” branded iPad covers are our recommendation (see images to the right)
Please wait until the confirmed models have been issued before buying accessories (in Oct.)

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact the school.
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DETAILS NOTES Price Price Details Accessory information

OPTION 1
iPad

Price guide: $886

iPad Air, 32Gb
4 Years insurance

4 years filtering
4 years licensing contribution

$464
$297
$100

$25
_____

$886

Subsidised
ex GST
ex GST
ex GST

Comes with charger and 
USB Lightning cable

Residual This $50 is paid when the 
device leaves Seabrook PS

-$50 Inc GST

Your current purchase price until 
you leave the school.  $50 
required when you leave.

_____
$836

DEPOSIT (before end of Sep) Due end of September $700

Final payment WITHOUT 
accessories 

(TO BE CONFIRMED)

Due at the end of November $136

OR

Estimation only

To Be Confirmed

This estimated final 
payment amount does 

NOT include accessories. 
** Parent to supply **

“Optional cover” STM “Dux” iPad Cover + $50 Includes warranty NOT covered by insurance

Final payment WITH accessories 
(TO BE CONFIRMED)

Due at the end of November $186 Estimation
T.B.C.

This final total estimate 
also includes STM cover

This product will have TWO years 
Factory Warranty, provided by an Apple 
or Authorised Apple Repairer.

Insurance excess required for this device (for 
each claim made) will be $50 (subject to 
conditions and change by the insurer)

Replacement insurance value for this item is $464, 
but your total coverage is up to $1250
** Premium subject to change anytime by insurer **

DETAILS NOTES Price Price Details Accessory information

OPTION 2
Large iPad

Price guide: $1050

iPad Air 2, 64Gb
4 Years insurance

4 years filtering
4 years licensing contribution

$628
$297
$100

$25
_____
$1050

Subsidised
ex GST
ex GST
ex GST

Comes with charger and 
USB Lightning cable

Residual This $50 is paid when the 
device leaves Seabrook PS

-$50 Inc GST

Your current purchase price until 
you leave the school.  $50 required 
when you leave.

_____
$1000

Your DEPOSIT (before end of Sep) Due end of September $700

Payment WITHOUT accessories 
(TO BE CONFIRMED) Due at the end of November

$300

OR

Estimation only

To Be Confirmed

This estimated final 
payment amount does 

NOT include accessories. 
** Parent to supply **

“Optional Accessories” STM “Dux” iPad Cover +$50 Includes warranty NOT covered by insurance

Final payment WITH accessories 
(TO BE CONFIRMED)

Due at the end of November $350 Estimation
T.B.C.

This final total estimate 
also includes a STM cover

This product will have TWO years 
Factory Warranty, provided by an Apple 
or Authorised Apple Repairer.

Insurance excess required for this device (for 
each claim made) will be $100 (subject to 
conditions and change by the insurer)

Replacement insurance value for this item is $628, 
but your total coverage is up to $1250
** Premium subject to change anytime by insurer **
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DETAILS NOTES Price Price Details Accessory information

OPTION 3
Small MacBook

Price guide: $1491

11” Mac, 4Gb RAM, 128Gb SSD 
4 Years insurance

4 years filtering
4 years licensing contribution

$1049
$317
$100

$25
_____
$1491

Subsidised
ex GST
ex GST
ex GST

Residual This $50 is paid when the 
device leaves Seabrook PS

-$50 Inc GST

Your current purchase price until 
you leave the school.  $50 
required when you leave.

_____
$1441

DEPOSIT (before end of Sep) Due end of September $1200

Final payment WITHOUT 
accessories 

(TO BE CONFIRMED)

Due at the end of October $241

OR

Estimation only

To Be Confirmed

This estimated final 
payment amount does 

NOT include accessories. 
** Parent to supply **

“Optional Accessories” Shell, Bag & Keyboard skin +$100 Includes warranty NOT covered by insurance

Final payment WITH accessories 
(TO BE CONFIRMED)

Due at the end of October $341 Estimation
T.B.C.

This final estimate total  
INCLUDES 3 accessories

This product will have THREE years 
Factory Warranty, provided by an Apple 
or Authorised Apple Repairer.

Insurance excess required for this device (for 
each claim made) will be $200 (subject to 
conditions and change by the insurer)

Replacement insurance value for this item is 
$1049, but your total coverage is up to $1500
** Premium subject to change anytime by insurer **

DETAILS NOTES Price Price Details Accessory information

OPTION 4
Large MacBook

Price guide: $1641

13” Mac, 4Gb RAM, 128Gb SSD
4 Years insurance

4 years filtering
4 years licensing contribution

$1199
$317
$100

$25
_____
$1641

Subsidised
ex GST
ex GST
ex GST

Residual This $50 is paid when the 
device leaves Seabrook PS

-$50 Inc GST

Your current purchase price until 
you leave the school.  $50 required 
when you leave.

_____
$1591

DEPOSIT (before end of Sep) Due end of September $1200

Final payment WITHOUT 
accessories 

(TO BE CONFIRMED)

Due at the end of October $391

OR

Estimation only

To Be Confirmed

This estimated final 
payment amount does 

NOT include accessories. 
** Parent to supply **

“Optional Accessories” Shell, Bag & Keyboard skin +$100 Includes warranty NOT covered by insurance

Final payment WITH accessories 
(TO BE CONFIRMED)

Due at the end of October $491 Estimation
T.B.C.

This final estimate total  
INCLUDES 3 accessories

This product will have THREE years 
Factory Warranty, provided by an Apple 
or Authorised Apple Repairer.

Insurance excess required for this device (for 
each claim made) will be $200 (subject to 
conditions and change by the insurer)

Replacement insurance value for this item is $1199, 
but your total coverage is up to $1500.
** Premium subject to change anytime by insurer **
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COMPARISONS - iPad VS MacBook
The products we are offering in the 2016 1:1 Program may have both benefits and limitations to specific 
users.  Please have a look at the differences that each item may pose, within an educational context.

Description iPad MacBook

Cost iPads are cheaper, but may not be considered as "future proofed", 
or full functioned as a MacBook

MacBooks can be more expensive, however may offer more 
connectivity options, processing power and storage to an iPad

Warranty
Education subsidised iPads come with TWO years Apple factory 
Warranty (normally only one year).  A warranty will protect you 

against product malfunctions or failures. 

Education subsidised MacBooks come with THREE years Apple 
factory Warranty (normally only one year).  A warranty will protect 

you against product malfunctions or failures. 

Insurance

iPads are less to purchase, however they do cost more to insure 
when comparing dollar for dollar value.  Insurance claims can be 

cheaper on an iPad, as they have a lower excess, about $50 -100 
for each claim made. Insurance protects you against accidental 

loss or damage

MacBooks are more to purchase, however they do cost less to insure 
when comparing dollar for dollar value.  Insurance claims can be 

dearer than an iPad, as they have a higher excess, about $200 for 
each claim made. Insurance protects you against accidental loss or 

damage

Weight iPads are about half the weight of the MacBooks on offer.  It will 
weigh over half a kilogram with the recommended cover

The MacBook is about twice the weight of the iPads on offer, totalling 
just over 1.2 Kg with proposed covers and protective pouch.

Battery life Battery life is determined by using it at half brightness, and a mix of 
general use APPs & limited video playback.  10 hours use per day.

The 11” model has less battery life than the 13”.  Battery life is 
determined by using it at half brightness and a mix of general use.  

Limited video playback. More than 10 hours use per day.

Storage capacity iPads have between 28Gb-58Gb of available storage, depending 
on model chosen. MacBooks will have about 110Gb of available storage.

iCloud storage
With an approved Apple ID, 5Gb of free storage is available from 

Apple.  Extra can be purchased using an iTunes gift card, for 
$1.29/20Gb, and $4.99/200Gb per month

With an approved Apple ID, 5Gb of free storage is available from 
Apple.  Extra can be purchased using an iTunes gift card, for 

$1.29/20Gb, and $4.99/200Gb per month

Startup from off iPads can take about 10 seconds to start from complete power off 
(cold start)

MacBooks can take about 6-8 seconds to start from complete power 
off (cold start)

Startup from sleep iPads can startup from sleep in about 1 second MacBooks can take about 3-6 seconds to wake from sleep

Screen size iPads on offer should have not less than a 9.7” diagonal screen 
measurement.  The MacBooks will have slightly larger screens.

MacBooks on offer should have either a 11” or 13” diagonal screen 
measurement.  The iPad has a smaller screen.

Configuring iPads can initially take twice as long to setup and configure MacBooks can take less time to setup or reinstall than an iPad

Re-imaging
If an iPad needs to be reset and reconfigured (re-imaged), it is not 

possible to back up all data.  “Some” APP data for example can’t be 
backed up using our school servers. Documents and APPs that 

make use the iCloud may be able to effectively backup more data.

If a MacBook needs to be reset and reconfigured (re-imaged), it is 
possible to back up most data.  “Some” APP data for example can’t 
be backed up using our school servers. Documents and APPs that 

make use the iCloud may be able to effectively backup more data.  If 
possible, that files saved within the Documents, Music, Movies, 

Desktop and Pictures folders, will normally be backed up during the 
re-image process.  Games and non school files won’t be backed up.

Apps and Software
iPads have a much larger APP ecosystem available to them.  

Space/capacity of the iPad may be the limiting factor. “Some” Apps 
used on the iPad are compatible with their MacBook equivalents.

Many APPs, and other software is available to the MacBook.  “Some” 
Apps used on the MacBook are compatible with their iPad 

equivalents.

Printing
Printing is possible from an iPad, however scaling, double sided 
and some other printing functions may not be possible.  Printing 

can often take a long time.

MacBooks (with the correct print drivers installed), have a much 
broader range of printing capabilities.  Printing is much quicker from 

a MacBook, compared to an iPad.

Planned 
Obsolescence Current day iPads should be expected to last about 2-4 years MacBooks are expected to last between 3-5 years

Accessories
iPads must be protected inside a solid, durable case/cover, and be 
carried only within their school bag.  The school can provide this 

item, (but at an extra cost).  A water resistant pouch is also 
recommended, but not available through the school.

MacBooks must be protected in a hard shell, inside a pouch/sleeve, 
and carried only within their school bag. A Keyboard cover is 

recommended, and a water resistant pouch strongly recommended.  
The school can provide these items at an extra charge.  

Security
iPads are considered one of the most securest tablets in the world.  

We help protect students further by adding a filtering software 
solution, which we manage from within the school.  Apps purchased 

from Apple online stores are the most securest and best option.

The MacBook Operating System is considered one of the most 
securest OS’s in the world.  We help protect students further by 

adding filtering systems which we manage from within the school.  
Apps purchased from Apple online stores are the most securest and 

best option available

Viruses etc.
iPads and other IOS devices are still one of the safest in the world.  
If kept running with the latest updates, these devices will have the 

lowest risk for getting trojans, viruses and other malicious software.  
iPads are harder to share unverified content.

Apple computers are one of the safest in the world.  If kept running 
with the latest updates, and by using the recommended default 

security settings, these devices will have the lowest risk for getting 
trojans, viruses and other malicious software. A virus protection 

program is installed to further increase student security.  By NOT 
sharing or receiving software and any other unverified software will 

again further lower their risk.

Software usage iPad APPs are often very intuitive, some very easy to use, however 
some can also be a little limiting

MacBooks have some very powerful and user friendly APPs, and are 
usually more in depth than iPads.
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ORDER FORM
Accurately fill in your contact details, then circle which device OPTION you require, and finally 
circle either YES or NO to an ACCESSORY OPTION.  Refunds and device/model changes are only 
possible until the end of September.  From October, you will be bound to this order contract.

THIS FORM WILL BE REQUIRED EACH TIME A CHANGE OR PAYMENT IS MADE AT THE OFFICE

Parent NAME: _________________________________ Contact PHONE: ________________________

Child NAME: __________________________________ STUDENT Number: __________ Grade: _____
   e.g.    CAS0001           3MS

Years that the device is anticipated to be used at the school for: _____
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DETAILS OPTION
(Parents please circle)

Payment 
plan type if 

required
(Office use)

CONFIRMED 
PAYMENT
AMOUNT

(Office use)

Office SIGNATURES
and notes

(Office use only)

OPTION SELECTED >

ACCESSORIES REQUIRED   >

1    2    3    4
iPad             iPad              Mac              Mac

YES      NO

iPad
OR

MacBook

$140mth

OR

$240mth

PAYMENT PLAN AMOUNT (1 of 5) END OF MAY payment $

PAYMENT PLAN AMOUNT (2 of 5) JUNE payment $

PAYMENT PLAN AMOUNT (3 of 5) JULY payment $

PAYMENT PLAN AMOUNT (4 of 5) AUGUST payment $

PAYMENT PLAN AMOUNT (5 of 5) SEPTEMBER payment $
Payment plan (for deposit) is now paid

FULL DEPOSIT ONLY
( PAID BY THE END OF SEPTEMBER )

IPAD             = $700

MACBOOK  = $1200
$

Deposit is now paid

$700 or    
$1200

FINAL PAYMENT
( ACTUAL AMOUNT CONFIRMED IN OCTOBER )

IPAD             = $ 
MACBOOK  = $ $ 

Including accessories

FINAL
Amount        

Residual paid if leaving This $50 must be paid when 
device leaves Seabrook PS $ Residual

iPad insurance premium guide (ex GST) 
(SUBJECT TO CHANGE ANYTIME by the insurer)
($104 - 1yr), ($149 - 2yrs), ($194 - 3yrs), ($297 - 4yrs)

MacBook insurance premium guide (ex GST)
(SUBJECT TO CHANGE ANYTIME by the insurer)
($109 - 1yr), ($159 - 2yrs), ($208 - 3yrs), ($317 - 4yrs)

Filtering security contribution: $25 per year Software licensing contribution: $6.25 per year

PARENT Signature: OFFICE Signature:
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